Updating byelaw 3b

What issue is your proposal going to address?

Changing byelaw 3b to align with current governance. The Students’ Union no longer have school based Part-Time Officers, so the byelaw currently in place is incorrect and needs updating. We now have SCOs within our governance system that are school based.

Why this is important to University of Hertfordshire students?

Byelaws are the main documents that the SU must abide by, students should want the Students’ Union to have up to date governance and policies. This way students know and are aware that the SU are constantly updating their governance documents to align with SU representation.

What action would you like the SU to take?

Rename and update byelaw 3b, to keep NUS Delegate governance in place and keep byelaw 3b up to date inline with any changes to part time student representation.

Campaign Officers will not be included in this update as the motion lapses in March 2020, so this will no longer be part of our part-time representation structure after the 2019/20 academic year.